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Department of Computer Science
The University of Texas at Austin
Good Afternoon, Colleagues
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Darwin: genetic programming approach

Stone and McAllester: Architecture for action selection

Riley: Coach competition, extracting models

Kuhlmann: Learning for coaching

Riedmiller05: Reinforcement learning

Graf: Closed loop walk on real robots

Shafii: Open loop walk in 3d simulator
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- Learning is an optimization problem (fitness)

Some slides from *Machine Learning* (Mitchell, 1997)
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- Motivated in part by my detailed team construction
- Evolves whole teams — lexicographic fitness function
- Evolved on huge (at the time) hypercube
- Lots of spinning, but figured out dribbling, offsides
- 1-1-1 record. Tied a good team, but didn’t advance
- Success of the method, but not pursued
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- downsides
- don’t call “action selection”